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Leaving a Footprint



“I expect good care from hospitals - 
and I definitely got it.”

Katie Johnston, ER patient

Inv�ting in the health � our community

The Foundation at KVH is here because we care about the health of this 
community.  By including The Foundation in your charitable giving or estate 
planning, you ensure care is available for those who need it today, tomorrow 
and into the future.

Thank you for partnering with us by trusting us with your gifts as we continue 
to equip KVH to provide you, your loved ones, and your neighbors with the 
care you need, close to home.

Donor Achievement T�als

2010
$229,471

2011
$253,843

2012
$250,458

2013
$238,278

2014
$299,608

Magical Evening
Unrestricted Gifts
Temporary Restricted Gifts
Annual Appeal
Investment Income

36%
11%
15%
16%
22%

$109,114
$31,465
$44,973
$47,956
$66,100

Funding Source % of annual funding Amount funded
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Community su�ort during 2014 Fund-a-Need brings in 
$56,000 for new Emergency Room equipment

“I’ve been in a number of hospitals and I have 
yet to see a better hospital for patient care.”

Your Gi�s at Work: New surgical tower in place thanks to 
$240,000 in donor contributions

Thanks to your generosity, KVH Hospital celebrated 2014 with the largest donation from 
The Foundation in its history.  The Foundation was privileged to give over $240,000 to 
KVH to go towards the purchase of a new surgical tower.  

In April 2014, residents, business owners and Kittitas County visitors joined The Foundation 
for the 11th Annual Magical Evening Gala, raising funds for a state-of-the-art ultrasound in 
the ER. Thanks to donors like you, the Foundation was able to contribute over $56,000 
toward the purchase of this machine.  

Bob Cory, orthopedic surgery patient

The new, mobile ultrasound is used for a wide range of diagnostic procedures, including 
cardiac cases, trauma cases, abdominal injuries, obstetric cases, and other emergency needs.  
With 12,000 people coming through the ER annually, KVH will be able to provide 24/7 
imaging without the inherent delays of more traditional services.  

For a li�   cuent donors, see the Foundation page at kvhealthcare.org.

We are grateful for each of you, for without your support, donations such as this would 
not be possible.



2015: Answering a call for help

President Connie Dunnington, Vice President Susan Harrel, Treasurer Jerry Grebb, 
Secretary Cindy Smith, Arlein Anderson, Connie Anderson, Bill Boyum, Brian Cullinane, 
Jim Daly, Kathryn Houck, Paul Jewell, James Pappas, Zora Peterson, Scott Rollins, 
Melva Schmidt, Mary Seubert, Krista Summers MD, Hartwig Vatheuer, Paula Williams. 
Ex-officio members: KVH CEO Paul Nurick, KVH CFO Libby Allgood, KVH Board of 
Commissioner members Jack Baker and Jon Ward, Foundation Director Michele Wurl.

In order to provide patients and the community 
with the best possible care, KVH needs to extend 
a single call system throughout the hospital.

This rapid response system cuts extra steps for 
the sender and unnecessary delays for the 
patient. It gives clear detail to responders on what 
is needed. It helps improve care, and save lives.

�e Foundation Board � Dire�ors

Funds given YTD (60%)

Call �stem funding goal - $100,000

Help us reach our 2015 goal. Call us today at 509.933.8669 
or visit the Foundation page at kvhealthcare.org.
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